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Key figures 

 25,400 school age children have been forced out of school since the start of the Mosul 
milliatary offensive in October. . 

 2221 (1044 girls) children have been newly supported to access temporary leanring 
spaces in Qaymawa (Former Zellikan) camp. 

 14 (8 females & and 6 Males) Education Facilitators were recruited and trained on EiE and 
deliver of non-formal education in Qaymawa camp.   

 

 
    

  
Fig 1: TLS established in Qayyarah-Jad'ah                  Fig 2: catch up Learning session in Hassan-sham camp 

Humanitarian needs 

 19,658 children are estimated in need of Education Cluster assistance following the escalation of the 

Mosul offensive  

 IDP children in non-camp areas remain out of school as partners are uable to provide 

education assistance largely due to shortage of funds. 
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Humanitarian response 

 1,396 children (739 boys and 657 girls) are benefiting from the ongoing catch-up classes that 
involve teaching in the four core subjects alongside recreational activities and PSS in Khazir and 
Hassam-Shamm camps. 

 2 Temporary Learning Spaces (TLS) were comleted in Qaymawa (former Zeikan) camp with 
concrete bases. The play area within the TLS was leveled to clear . Currently 825 (438 boys and 
387 girls) are enrolled in the completed TLS to re-start their education following the two years of 
dsaplcement with no access to education.  

 8 Temporary Learning Spaces (TLS)  were completed out of which 4 were made with concrete 
bases in Jedah 2 camp. An additional 24 m2 tent was also erected in the same to ensure Education 
Facilitators have space for their meeting and preparations for the delivery of the education services 
in the camp. 

 Education partner in Qaymawa completed the recruitment of 14 (8 females and 6 males) 

Educational Facilitators. Between 23 and 25 November, the Education Facilitaros were trained on 

Education in Emergency and delivery of non-formal education to enhance their teachinbg skills in 

the bid to provide quality EiE reponse. The training also included lesson planning. 

 

Gaps and constraints 

 The continued movement in and out of the camp by the IDPs in the Jedah camp continues to 

interrupt education  activities as enrolled children shift out for the camp with their familes and new 

arrivals join. This particulally affects the quality of education for the children as their learning is 

interrupted by the movement.  This also implies that the partners have to continue providing 

support in form of learning materials amidst the limited funding to preposition the supplies to cater 

for the needs of the new enrolled children. 

 

Coordination 

 Education Parters in Qaymawa camp are coordinating with Nargazilia for additional 
space in the camp for the expansion of the TLS. As noted, above, currently 2 TLS have 
been established however these are inadequate and thus feared to cause overcrowding 
in availbale learning spaces as many children are expected to enroll given the ongoing 
awareness campaigns on the importance of education in the camps 

 

 


